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Elisio Salgado, front, loads parts into PMD’s new Kiramura Supercell, while lapping machine operator, Maria Serna, passes through.
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What’s a Reasonable Economic Order Quantity?  

With This Southern California Shop’s  Kitamura  

Mycenter Supercell 400. . .It’s One. 

Story and photos by
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Making Changes
Most older companies need some kind of catalyst to kick 

them out of their old ways. For PMD, that catalyst turned out 

to be Scardenzan himself, who joined his father in 1987.  
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business model. On the other hand, there was a local manu-
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so he used his contacts with them to further kick start the 

he says, “and then, slowly, but surely, the machined parts 
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ity he wanted was a problem, Scardenzan reports. 
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CNC operator Elisio Salgado loads a  
pallet at the Supercell load station

Steve Scardenzan (left) and  quality control manager, Scott 
-

duced on the company Mycenter Supercelll-400. In the back-
grounds is a Mitutoyo automated CMM.
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Forging Ahead
Two special skills have helped PMD push ahead and stay 

alive and well, even during the current downturn.

“One thing is our ability to design and build tooling to hold 

complex shapes like forgings,” he says. “That know-how came 

from my father. Another is our ability to produce very precise, 

complex parts. I made the decision years ago to separte myself 

from my competition  by seeking out more complicated and 

intricate parts, jobs less likely to be outsourced overseas.”

To play in his chosen market, Scardenzan had to upgrade 

his equipment.

says, “and that opened my eyes. Then we bought a Mitsubi-

shi wire EDM. We realized the adavantage of the reliability 

need for even even more capability. So, in 2005 I invested in a 

50-taper, dual-pallet 4-axis Kitamura Mycenter HX500i with 

a a 200-tool magazine and a geared head that runs 12,000 rpm. 

The geared head gives us high speed for machining alumi-

num, and high torque at the lower end for machining titanium, 

stainless and other steels. We mounted a rotary table  on one 

pallet, which gave us the 5-axis capability. The other we left 

as a 4-axis. ”

The Mycenter is equipped with glass scales on all axes, 

which makes it extremely precise. 

“That machine is so accurate, so precise,” he says, “that 

whenever our CMM rejects a part from it, we clean the part, 

clean the probe and reinspect it before we ever do anything to 

the machine. That’s because nine times out of ten it’s a bad 

reading on the CMM, and not the machine. It’s unbelievably 

precise. It holds a true position within a thou, plus or minus a 

few tenths.” 

EOQ: One Part
Realizing what he could do with the Kitamura Mycenter 

HX500i, Scardenzan decided he needed even more produc-

tion power. 

part might just be possible. So nine months ago I bought a 

20-pallet Kitamura Mycenter Supercell-400 with a 360° ro-

tary table combined with a 110° trunnion table. With its 200-

tool magazine, it allows us to machine a wide variety of parts, 

from a single part up to high-volume, very complex parts. The 

part runs. The machine totally amazed me.”

With the new Kitamura, Scardenzan believes he now has 

the ability to price and deliver high quality parts to his cus-

tomers in economic order quantities of one. 

“We give our operator a daily schedule that tells him what 

we want him to run,” he says. “It was a challenge to transition 

from batch processing to an economical order quantity of one, 

but we’ve done it. All my life it’s been batches, the bigger 

the better to absorb the setup time. But now with this pallet- 

CNC operator, Mario Rivera, loads a part onto a Mycenter  HX500I pallet. 


